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“Breathe and Push” 
 
We’ll consider thoughts on slowing down (breathe!) to listen for common ground with those 
whose views aren’t all the same as ours, while continuing to stay sharp and committed (push!) 
to the values we hold dear. No matter how tempting it may be, we can’t side step relationship 
in our movement toward a more beloved community. 
 
Chalice Lighting: 
 
We quarrel, we agree.  
We are friendly, we are not friendly.  
But we have no right to dictate  
through irresponsible action or narrow-mindedness  
the future of our children and our children's children. 
 
   King Hussein bin Talal of Jordan,  
Wye River Agreement Signing between Israel and Palestinian Authority 1998 
 
Story for All Ages       “Kid President: How to Disagree”1   
 
Reading:  Transcribed Excerpts of Ted Talk:  ““Revolutionary Love In A Time OF Rage” by Valarie 
Kaur  
 
Sermon:   “Breathe and Push” 
 
“You will tend to the wound in the ones who want to hurt him,” a mother says to us of her child 
of color.2  When she says wounds, I believe Valarie Kaur to be speaking about systems and 
policies that wound and divide many Americans for the “security” and wealth of a minority of 
Americans.  The more that we so called 99% are distracted from the concerns we might have in 
common, the better off the other 1% is.   
 
For example, power brokers in Washington DC do not want the average Republican and the 
average Democrat to connect with one another on, say, campaign finance reform.  The average 

 
1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ghk-nDJB3Tk   
2 Kaur, Valarie.  Ted Talk:  “Revolutionary Love In A Time Of Rage.” 2018.  
https://valariekaur.com/revolutionary-love-project/ 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ghk-nDJB3Tk


American, regardless of party, loses out when campaigns and political leaders can be bought, so 
that our leaders answer to wealthy donors more than they answer to the American voter.  We 
all lose on that one.  I’d love to see and participate in much more broad and bipartisan 
organizing around this wound, because it has countless ripple effects.    
 
Early on in our former president’s tenure, I found myself wishing I could whisper into the ear of 
every American: don’t get so stuck watching the circus that you forget to stay connected to 
your neighbors.  Keep looking to your neighbors, even the ones who view this man differently 
than you do…because we’re the ones who will still be here when he’s gone, and we need to 
know each other.   
 
This December, I went to a bunch of your neighborhoods, delivering our holiday gift bags.  If I 
had trouble finding the home of someone from All Souls, I was often helped by a yard sign 
along these lines: [Image] “In this house, we believe that black lives matter, women’s rights are 
human rights, no human is illegal, science is real, love is love, and diversity makes us 
stronger.”  Seeing a sign like that, I’d say to myself, “Those are my people,” and sure enough I 
would be at the house of someone from All Souls.  Probably my favorite sign was the Veltheims’ 
[image], who had a Santa Claus figure, holding a Black Lives Matter sign, with holiday lights 
around it.  So many of you side with important ideals on your street and in your 
communities.  It was really cool for me to get a visual sense of that.   
 
So, what do the ideals on our signs teach us about how to relate to a person who may disagree 
with our sign?  Well, our first Unitarian Universalist principle (the only one most UU’s have 
memorized) honors “the inherent worth and dignity of every person” – like “Kid president” 
said, “treat people like people, people!”  Don’t write someone off completely. 
 
I’m a card carrying liberal, and the fact that I want to listen to and find common ground with 
people who aren’t as liberal as I am does not mean I am selling out.  It’s partly being strategic, 
and it’s partly choosing not to completely write people off.  Call me naïve (and I know many 
will), but I mostly believe in people…especially when they’re able to slow down.  Like Kid 
President and Valarie Kaur said, we need to “breathe”…to slow down and bring our best self to 
the table, and then stay at the table. 
 
See, I don’t want the things we disagree on to be the reason we don’t make progress on things 
we can agree on and build healthy momentum.  There are bad actors and bad systems that 
thrive when average Americans don’t want to talk to one another.   
 
Our chalice lighting words were spoken by Jordan’s King Hussein bin Talal at an agreement 
signing between Israel and the Palestinian Authority at the White House in 
1998.  [image]  When President Clinton was struggling to help Yasser Arafat and Benjamin 
Netanyahu to find points of agreement, King Hussein was brought in to help.  He had been at 
the negotiating table in the region for decades, and now at the end of his life, he came to the 
table again.  My paraphrase of King Hussein’s words?:  we have a responsibility to make the 
progress we can make by staying in dialogue.  And each bit of progress can help the next bit to 



happen.  That’s how we better position our children and our children’s children for a chance at 
peaceful solutions.  [end image]   
 
In reading about the negotiations facilitated by the U.S. over the years, including Trump’s and 
Jared Kushner’s work, there were so many times where an Israeli or Arab representative tried 
to walk away from the table, and often it was for fear that their constituents would see them as 
a sellout if they gave too much of an inch in seeking common ground.  In the 1979 peace talks 
at Camp David, Egyptian leader Sadat and Israeli leader Begin had hit a wall and didn’t want to 
be in the same room.  Jimmy Carter walked the same document back and forth between their 
two cabins, and a patch of common ground was slowly breathed into being.  It was said of the 
successful talks that won both leaders the Nobel Peace Prize, “Carter brought the necessary 
sense of dedication, determination, and decency.”3  Decency.  It sounds like he treated people 
like people.   
 
I think that mediation is fascinating, and must be incredibly exhausting.  I’m grateful for the 
people who do it well, and right about now, I’d like to send a team of people who do it well to 
Washington DC to facilitate some serious work with our legislators.  Really - help them process 
and relate, and find a patch of common ground to build on, for all of our sakes.  We’re not 
paying them to bicker, and posture and talk past each other!  According to a recent poll, 76% of 
Americans (which includes 60% of American Republicans) support Biden’s covid relief package,4 
and not a single Republican congressperson will vote for it.  There’s so much more common 
ground among average Americans than there is among our representatives.  If we project 
national news onto our neighbors of different parties, we often get a distorted 
picture.  Remember Ann’s insights last week about our distorted lenses... 
 
My state representative Sean Scanlon said in a recent public forum, “going nuclear in a debate 
with my Republican colleagues might help my standing as a Democrat, but it doesn’t help me as 
a policy maker.”5  It doesn’t help get things done in congress.  He and his Republican colleague 
Vincent Candelora shared about the things they’ve worked on together and how their mutual 
respect has helped them to hit the ground running at critical times.  Neither Scanlon nor 
Candelora has had to surrender their core beliefs for their collaboration to work.  They are still 
who they are. 
 
Some day maybe I’ll tell you the longer story of my efforts to get a sidewalk to safely connect 
my 100-house neighborhood to town, but here’s the cliff notes version:  The feds had already 
paid for the sidewalk and it would be built on state right-of-way land along Route 1, but there 
was “not in my back yard” opposition.  For me, the people who were injured or killed by cars 
while walking or biking along that road – they were the moral center of the debate.  Oh, I 
circulated petitions, spoke at meetings, and helped facilitate a neighborhood vote to read the 

 
3  Quandt, William.  Camp David: Peace Making and Politics. Washington DC: Brookings Institution, 2016. pp. 350 
4  Impelli, Matthew.  (2021, February)  “60% of Republicans Support Biden’s 1.9 Trillion Stimulus: Poll,” 
Newsweek.com 
5 “Restoring Political Civility: A Bipartisan Conversation” February 3, 2021.  Sponsored by the Guilford Foundation 
and the Guilford Free Library, Guilford, CT. 



pulse (and the majority was in favor of a sidewalk).  I checked in regularly with the town 
engineer and Department of Transportation about what could be accomplished with 
compromise. 
 
There were two women who were most opposed to the sidewalk who worked very tenaciously 
to bury it.  They pushed our board of selectmen to give the money back to the feds and drop 
the project.  And in a quiet meeting with no warning, the board did just that.  The reasons the 
First Selectman gave me were completely disingenuous, in my view, and I was disgusted that 
the will of the majority didn’t matter enough to our leaders.  Nor did public safety and 
community connectedness, apparently.  Now this was only a month after Hilary Clinton won 
the popular vote, but lost the presidency, so I was feeling pretty cynical.   
 
Why am I sharing this downer of a story?  Well, because of what happened a couple months 
later… 
 
It was after the Parkland school shooting, and high schools all over the country were holding 
student walkouts for better gun control.  As we know, gun control is an issue that is deeply 
distorted by campaign finance, and this disturbs me no end.  My frustration with this even 
appeared in my son’s Mother’s Day card that year!  Ya know, where the kid fills in the line, “my 
mom is so”___“my mom is great at” _____.  I’ve come to call mother’s day cards my annual 
performance review. I get a little nervouse as they approach me with the breakfast in bed and 
the card… Some years I do better in my review than others.  Anyway, that year, one of the lines 
was “if my mom could make a change in the world,”______my 3rd grade son wrote in, “she 
would improve gun laws.”  It’s kind of mind blowing - those rare moments when you realize 
your kids are watching you and listening to you. 
 
So anyway, Guilford High school was planning a walkout and I knew it was for students only, 
but I wanted to be there to show support.  So I drove to a street facing the high school, and it 
turned out that about 15 other adults had felt the same tug.  We shuffled around awkwardly at 
first and settled in to a wall of human support for the students.  In checking my dates for this 
sermon, I came across this photo of us in online news [image].  That’s me in the back.  Watching 
together the sea of high schoolers walking out of the building gave me goose bumps. [image]   
 
Well, at some point, I turned to my left…and I noticed…that one of the two fierce opponents on 
the sidewalk issue was standing shoulder to shoulder with me chanting her support for better 
gun control laws. I’m not sure if she remembered we had been opponents.  Because I never 
name-called or demonized her while we were differing on the sidewalk, I felt totally 
comfortable introducing myself.  We talked about why we were both there and why we were 
fed up.  And then we fell back into the chanting.  I could tell from a distance that the youth 
weren’t sure at first if our little random group was shouting against them or for them.  When a 
student with a megaphone figured out that we were chanting, “Never again,”  he led the 700 
youth in turning to us and shouting “thank you.”  It’s good we were there, together. 
 



When I got in my car to leave, I felt a softening of resentment from the fall politics…and a sense 
of the bigger, longer game that is democratic community.  It was a reminder that your 
opponent on one issue may be your ally on a future issue, so strategically speaking, it’s best to 
treat all people like people.  And morally speaking, it’s what our first U.U. principle demands of 
us.   
 
Whenever we can, let’s increase the number and kinds of people at the table.  And if it’s brave 
space as Ann so meaningfully described last week, it will be messy and humbling...and 
everything will take longer, but for the right reasons.  And at that very full table, may we 
breathe, may we listen, may we push, and may we be decent to one another – as we negotiate 
one more step forward, for all of our sakes. 
 
Amen. 
 

 


